MLA (8th edition) Works Cited List Examples

Book with Single Author:


**In-text citation:** (Gore 32)

Book with Two Authors:


**In-text citation:** (Michaels and Balling 107)

Book with Editor as Author:


**In-text citation:** (Galley 125)

An Anonymous Book:


**In-text citation:** (*Environmental Resource Handbook* 252)

Citing Common Literature such as the Bible or Shakespeare:


**In-text citation:** (*The New Jerusalem Bible*, Deut. 22.23-24)
Article from a Reference Book (unsigned and signed):


In-text citation: (“Greenhouse” 277)


In-text citation: (Schneider 382)

Article in a Literary Criticism Set:


In-text citation: (Knott 39)

Work in an Anthology or Literature Textbook:


In-text citation: (Hansberry 828)


In-text citation: (Hobby 358)


In-text citation: (Lear 1155)
An Introduction, Preface, Foreword, or Afterward


**In-text citation:** (Nemiroff vi)

Magazine Article:


**In-text citation:** (Allen 48)


**In-text citation:** (Begley 49)

Newspaper Article (unsigned and signed):


**In-text citation:** (“College Officials” A4)


**In-text citation:** (Landler A7)
Article from a Scholarly Journal:
In-text citation: (Miller-Rushing et al. 1668)

Article from an Online Database:
In-text citation: (Mora and Maya 340)

Website:
In-text citation: (“Climate Change”)

A Film or Movie:
In-text citation: (Othello)